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Abstract By means of hot wire anemometry technique and

flow visualizations, the presence of the phenomenon of the

bistability around three cylinders in two triangular arrange-

ments is investigated in an aerodynamic channel and in a

water channel. Bistability occurs in flows over sets of bluff

bodies forming a flip-flopping wake characterized by a biased

flow switching at irregular intervals, which can represent an

additional source of dynamic instabilities. Results of flow

around three cylinders in triangular arrangement are presented

for two configurations: one cylinder upstream and two

downstream, and vice versa. The experimental data are ana-

lyzed by means of statistical, spectral and wavelet tools. The

joint analysis in time and frequency domains through wave-

lets allows the detection of non-permanent flow structures.

The results show the presence of bistable flow in the config-

uration with one cylinder upstream and two downstream, but

no bistable effect was detected in the second configuration,

where the flow shows a distinct shedding frequency.

Keywords Turbulent flow � Hot wires � Tube banks �

Wavelets

Abbreviation

a, b Wavelet parameters

c(J, k) Wavelet series of approximation coefficients

Cxy Cross-correlation coefficient

d(j, k) Wavelet series of detail coefficients

D Diameter (m)

f Frequency (Hz)

Fs Sampling frequency (Hz)

j, k Indexes

J Index of the last decomposition of a wavelet

P Pitch (m)

Pxx(a, b) Wavelet spectrum (m2/s2)

Re Reynolds number (Uref D/m)

S Strouhal number (fD/Uref)

t Time (s)

Uref Reference velocity (m/s)

V1, V2 Velocities measured by probes 1 and 2,

respectively (m/s)

x(t) Generic function in time domain

~X a; bð Þ Generic function in wavelet domain

(continuous)

a Angle of incidence of the flow (�)

/(t) Generic scale function

W(t) Generic wavelet function

m Kinetic viscosity (m2/s)

CWT Continuous wavelet transform

DWT Discrete wavelet transform

PSD Power Spectral Density ((m/s)2/Hz)

1 Introduction

Circular cylinders are a very common configuration in

engineering applications, like heat exchangers, pipelines

and transmission lines. Tube banks are the most used
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configuration for the analysis of the phenomena in shell

and tube heat exchangers.

The flow impinging on circular cylinders placed side-

by-size presents a floppy and random phenomenon that

change the flow mode. This behavior is called in literature

as bistable flow.

Bistability has been found in the flow behind two side-

by-side cylinders and, more recently, in square array tube

banks, being uncontroversial that flow induced vibration

and fluid–structure interaction are very dependent of the

arrangement or configuration of the cylinders (side-by-side

or tandem, square or triangular). Therefore, additional

information about this phenomenon, which can be an

additional excitation mechanism on the tubes, is necessary.

According to Zdravkovich and Stonebanks (19) the

leading feature of flow-induced vibration in tube banks is

the randomness of dynamic responses of tubes, and even if

the tubes are all of equal size, have the same dynamic

characteristics, are arranged in regular equidistant rows and

are subjected to an uniform steady flow, the dynamic

response of tubes is non-uniform and random.

The cross steady flow through same diameter circular

cylinder (D) placed side-by-side can present a wake with

different modes, according to Sumner et al. [16], depending

on distances between its centers (pitch, P). Different flow

behaviors can be found for different pitch-to-diameter

ratios P/D.

At intermediate P/D-ratios (1.2\P/D\ 2.0) the flow is

characterized by a wide near-wake behind a cylinder and a

narrow near-wake behind the other, as shown in Fig. 1a

and b. This phenomenon generates two dominants vortex-

shedding frequencies, each one associated with a wake: the

narrow wake is associated with a higher frequency and the

wide wake with a lower one.

Through the gap, flow is biased towards the cylinder,

and has a narrow wake. Bistable flow is characterized by

switch of this gap flow, from one side to other at irregular

time intervals. Thereby, if the flow velocity is measured

downstream the cylinders, by example along the tangent to

their external generatrices, a switch mode can occur as

shows the scheme in Fig. 1c. According to previous

studies, this pattern is independent of Reynolds number,

and it is not associated to cylinders misalignment or

external influences, what suggest an intrinsically flow

feature.

According to Kim and Durbim [9] the transition

between the asymmetric states is completely random and it

is not associated with a natural frequency. They concluded

that the mean time between the transitions is on order 103

times longer than vortex shedding period, and the mean

time intervals between the switches decreases with the

increasing of Reynolds number, through a dimensionless

study. This is in accordance with Williamson [18–20], who

found for Re = 300 a steady mean flow. As Strouhal

numbers are relatively independent from the Reynolds

numbers [22], they conclude that there is no correlation

between the bistable feature and the vortex shedding.

Olinto et al. [11, 12] determined experimentally the

presence of biased and bistable flow mode on two cylinders

placed in side-by-size and inside tube banks with qua-

drangular arrangement. In tube banks the flopping is

influenced by the highly disordered flow after the second

and third rows, which in some geometries do not allow the

observation of a characteristic frequency. The flopping is

strongly influenced by the presence of the tubes of the next

row, so that there is no space for the flopping formation as

in the wake of two or more tubes. The consequence is that

the flopped flow will be directed up or downwards, that

means to a direction parallel to the tubes axes, giving a

strong three dimensional characteristic to the flow through

tube banks.

Lam and Cheung [10], present a study of flow visual-

izations performed in a water channel of three cylinders

in triangular arrangement for different angles of inci-

dence 0� B a B 60�, 2.1 9 103 B Re B 3.5 9 103 and

1.43 B P/D B 4.96 with a blockage ratio of 7 %. The

investigation indicates that the flow interacts in a complex

fashion for P/D-ratios smaller than 2.29. In addition, for

a = 0�, a bistable behavior is observed. The vortex shed-

ding behind an upstream cylinder for P/D\ 4.65 is sup-

pressed by a nearest downstream cylinder in a specific

angle of incidence, which increases as the spacing ratio
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Fig. 1 Bistability scheme for two cylinders placed side-by-side: a mode 1, b mode 2, and their respective characteristic hot wire anemometry

signals (c)
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increases. The Authors consider that the formation of the

large wake after one of the cylinders depends on the

starting conditions.

Sayers [14], present a study of vortex shedding fre-

quencies on the downstream side of each cylinder in a

group of three equispaced cylinders in order to determine

the Strouhal number. The experiments are performed in a

wind tunnel with Re = 3 9 104, 1.5 B P/D B 5.0 and for

several angles of incidence and measurement positions

downstream the cylinders. For P/D\ 4, the Strouhal

number varied across the wake. Small changes in the angle

of incidence showed sudden changes in the Strouhal

number. For P/D[ 4, each cylinder exhibited Strouhal

numbers equal to those for flow over a single isolated

cylinder.

Zdravkovich (20) presents a review about the turbulent

cross-flow on triangular clusters. According to the author,

the Strouhal number remains about constant in the transi-

tion-in-shear layers state due to the invariance in the wake

width. The three-cylinder interference in triangular clusters

induced a significant variation in wake shape and width at

different spacing P/D and orientation relative to the free

stream velocity. This leads a considerable variation in

Strouhal number in terms of P/D and a.

Gu and Sun [6], present a classification of flow pattern

investigated in a wind tunnel for 1.7 B P/D B 5.0. Smoke-

wire flow visualizationswere performedwithRe = 1.4 9104

and 0� B a B 60�, where the results show that the angles of

incident flow strongly influence the flow patterns. Three basic

types of interface could be classified for 1.7 B P/D B 2.2:

proximity, shear layer attachment (which is the most impor-

tant case) and wake effect.

The purpose of the present paper is to describe the

biased and bistable flow mode for three tubes placed in a

triangular arrangement, in two configurations: two cylin-

ders upstream and one downstream, and vice versa (what

corresponds to rotate in 608 the previous configuration).

For this purpose, wavelet analysis of the time series

obtained from hot wire measurements in an aerodynamic

channel and flow visualizations in a water channel are

used. The knowledge of the flow features in this simplified

tube geometry can provide information for the analysis of

the flow in tube banks of triangular arrangement, because

of its large utilization in many engineering applications.

2 Experimental technique

2.1 Aerodynamic channel

The measurements were performed in an acrylic aerody-

namic channel with a rectangular test section of 146 mm

height and width of 193 mm, as shown in Fig. 2a. The

three tubes were rigidly attached to the top wall of test

section. The probe supports were made of acrylic material,

and fixed in both left and right walls, as shown in Fig. 2b.

The pitch to diameter ratio was P/D = 1.6 and the block-

age ratio was of 33 %.

(b)

Test section zoom

Centrifugal fan 

(0.64 kW)

Honeycombs

Screens

Diffuser

(a)

Electronic manometers

Pitot tube and temperature sensor

Frequency inverter

Test section

Fig. 2 Schematic view of a the aerodynamic channel and b test section
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The air is impelled by a centrifugal blower of 0.64 kW,

and passes through two honeycombs and two screens in a

settling chamber, which reduce the turbulence intensity to

about 1 % in the test section.

The reference velocity is measured by a Pitot tube,

placed on one side wall of the aerodynamic channel, before

the test section. For the experiments, the calculated Rey-

nolds number is Re = 3.2 9 104, relative at the tube

diameter (32.1 mm) and the reference velocity of the air (at

the entrance), 15.2 m/s.

Two hot wire probes (type DANTEC 55P11), with

single wires perpendicular to the main flow, were used to

measured velocity and velocity fluctuations by means of

the DANTEC StreamLine constant hot-wire anemometry

system. The wires of the both probes were maintained in

horizontal position.

A 16 bits data acquisition board (NATIONAL 9215-A)

with USB interface was used to convert the analogical

signal to digital series.

Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the probes positions

for the two tubes configurations, as well as the reference

distance (x), measured from the downstream cylinder.

The mean error of the flow velocity determination with a

hot wire was about 3 % and no attempt was made to correct

the blockage effects.

2.2 Water channel

Flow visualizations were performed in the closed circuit

water channel of the Hydraulic Research Institute of the

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul. The water

channel has a settling chamber with a honeycomb which

acts as a flow straightener, a nozzle, a 30 m long open

channel (10 m upstream, 20 m downstream the test sec-

tion) with 0.5 9 0.6 m rectangular cross section, a vertical

gage to control the water level, and a discharge tank with

the return pipe to close the circuit. The flow rate is read by

an electromagnetic flowmeter and can vary from 0.0006 to

0.22 m3/s, resulting in velocities from 3 9 10-3 to 1.1 m/s.

The maximum flow depth is 0.5 m which is controlled

through the flow rate, by a set of valves in the feeding

pipeline, and by the vertical gage placed in the discharge.

The experiments were conducted inside a visualization

section (Fig. 4a), which consists of three tubes in triangular

arrangement with P/D = 1.6, placed in the visualization

section of the water channel. Also in this case, the blockage

ratio was of 33 %. The upper plate was placed 0.08 m

below the water level to reduce the effect of gravitational

waves. The water level was maintained at 0.38 m in the test

section during the experiments. The cylinders were rigidly

attached to the lower plate, and are built with commercial

PVC tubes, with diameter of 0.06 m, covered by a thin

white PVC film (Fig. 4c). Inside each cylinder, there are

six hoses, distributed in the following mode: 2 hoses at

0.06 m below the upper plate of acrylic, 2 hoses at the

middle plan of the visualization section (at 0.15 m from the

lower or the upper plate) and 2 hoses at 0.06 m above the

lower acrylic plate. This set of hoses allows visualizations

that can be performed in these three plans, with different

ink colors.

One of the cylinders is provided with an inclined

movable mirror to observe the behavior of the ink flow of

the neighboring cylinder, in the path indicated by the

Fig. 4b. The mirror can be moved up and down by a steel

cable and a spring (Fig. 4d). A typical view through the

mirror is shown in Fig. 4e.

An ink distribution system was mounted to provide an

adequate ink injection in the cylinders. It consists of tanks

with red, green and blue ink (respectively the inferior plan,

middle plan and top plan of visualization), each one with a

volume about 0.002 m3, connected by PVC hoses to valves

that control the ink flow through an ink distribution system

under the lower plate to the tubes and then to injection taps

drilled on the tube walls. The lower plate is covered by a

thin white PVC film with purpose of enhancing the contrast

of the ink traces and for lightning distribution. A Sony

digital camera, placed above the bank, was used for taking

picture shots (4.1 Mp) or digital movies (VGA: 640 9 480

pixels, 30 frames per second). The results of the flow

visualizations are presented through static pictures,

obtained from the movies, where the flow direction is from

the left to the right.

The velocity profile inside the visualization section

measured with a hot film probe (type DANTEC 55R42), in

Configuration I

Flow 

direction

(a) Measurement points
x

Probe 1 (V1)

Probe 2 (V2)

19.3 mm

Configuration II

(b) Measurement points
x

Probe 1 (V1)

Probe 2 (V2)

32.1 mm1

2

3

3

1

2

Fig. 3 Schematic view of the probes positions for the tubes arrangements: a Configuration I and b configuration II
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a vertical plan at 0.05 m upstream the outlet, presents low

velocity asymmetry.

3 Background: fourier and wavelet transforms

The statistical (or time domain) analysis consists on the

determination the four moments of the probability density

function: mean (average), standard deviation, skewness and

kurtosis. The spectral (or frequency domain) analysis can

be done through the power spectral density function (PSD).

The joint time–frequency domain analysis was made

through wavelet transform. The wavelet analysis can be

applied to time varying signals, where the stationary

hypothesis cannot be maintained, to allow the detection of

non-permanent flow structures.

The Fourier transform of a discrete time series gives the

energy distribution of the signal in the frequency domain

evaluated over the entire time interval.

While the Fourier transform uses trigonometric func-

tions as basis, the basis of wavelet transforms are functions

named wavelets, with finite energy and zero average that

generates a set of wavelet basis.

The continuous wavelet transform of a function x(t) is

given by:

~X a; bð Þ ¼

Z

1

�1

x tð Þwa;b tð Þ dt ð1Þ
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Fig. 4 a Schematic illustration of the ink distribution system and the

tubes inside the visualization section. b Detail of the tubes (top view)

and the special tubes with inclined movable mirrors. c Schematic

illustration of the solid tubes d Schematic illustration of the tubes with

inclined movable mirrors. e Detail of flow through the mirror view
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where w is the wavelet function and the parameters a and

b are respectively scale and position coefficients (a, b [ <)
and a[ 0.

The respective wavelet spectrum is defined as:

Pxx a; bð Þ ¼ ~X a; bð Þ
�

�

�

�

2
ð2Þ

In the wavelet spectrum, Eq. (2), the energy is related to

each time and scale (or frequency) [4, 5]. This

characteristic allows the representation of the distribution

of the energy of the signal over time and frequency

domains, called spectrogram.

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a judicious sub

sampling of the continuous wavelet transform (CWT),

dealing with dyadic scales, and given by [13]:

d j; kð Þ ¼
X

t

x tð Þwj;k tð Þ ð3Þ

where the scale and position coefficients (j, k [ I) are

dyadic sub samples of (a, b).

Any discrete time series with sampling frequency (Fs)

can be represented by:

x tð Þ ¼
X

k

c J; kð Þ/J;k tð Þ þ
X

j� J

X

k

d j; kð Þwj;k tð Þ ð4Þ

where the first term is the approximation of the signal at

the scale J, which corresponds to the frequency interval

[0, Fs/2J?1] and the inner summation of the second term

are details of the signal at the scales j (1 B j B J), which

corresponds to frequency intervals [Fs/2j?1, Fs/2j].

The velocity signals were analyzed using wavelet

transforms to obtain the energy distribution of the turbulent

flow over time–frequency domain. The continuous wavelet

spectrum was obtained through continuous wavelet trans-

form. The discrete wavelet transform was used to decom-

pose the measured signal in wavelet approximations

divided in frequency bands [7].

In this work, Daubechies [5] functions were selected to

perform both discrete and continuous wavelet transforms.

Mathematical tools were developed using Matlab� soft-

ware and its specific toolboxes for statistical, spectral and

wavelet analysis.

4 Results

In order to identify the occurrence of the bistable phe-

nomenon, due to the switch of biased flow direction, time

series measurements were performed for two configura-

tions, as shown in Table 1.

4.1 Configuration I

The signal obtained from a 1,000 Hz acquisition frequency

at 10 mm distance from the two downstream cylinders

shows the bistable phenomenon presence (Fig. 5a). The

mode switches can be clearly viewed through the wavelet

decomposition shown in Fig. 5b, where the signal is

reconstructed for a band of frequencies from 0 to

3.9063 Hz. For a 131 s time interval, about 55 mode

switches occurred.

Table 1 Time series characteristics for two configurations

x (mm) x/D fs (Hz) fc (Hz) t (s)

Configurations

I and II

10, 20,

30, 40

and 50

0.31, 0.62,

0.93, 1.25

and 1.56

1,000 300 131

Configuration I 10 0.31 25,000 10,000 5.24

Time [s]

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Time [s]

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

(a) (b)
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1
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V
2
 [
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]

Fig. 5 a Velocity signals for configuration I at x = 10 mm and frequency acquisition of 1,000 Hz and b they are respective wavelet

reconstruction for a band of frequencies from 0 to 3.9063 Hz
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The signals obtained in same position, but at higher

acquisition frequency (25 kHz) are shown in Fig. 6a. From

these signals is possible to view only one mode switch, due

to the reduced observation time. Figure 6b shows a

reconstruction of these signals for a band of frequencies

from 0 to 6.1035 Hz and from 0 to 3.0517 Hz. From this

figure, velocity signals present a change of biased flow

direction at about 2.25 s. At about one second later, the

reconstructions show an attempt of another change, char-

acterized by V1 and V2 approximating the same value, but

the flow modes remain unaltered.

To analyze the energy content from velocity signals,

continuous wavelet transforms (spectrograms) of the

velocity signals were made, as shown in Fig. 7. The

spectrogram in the Fig. 7a (relative to the signal V1) pre-

sents a lower energy content in the firsts 2.25 s, distributed

in the range of 20 to 150 Hz, exactly the opposed of signal

V2 spectrogram (Fig. 7b), that shows higher energy values.

The higher energy content of V2 in this time interval is

relative to the high velocity measured from the biased flow,

and the lower energy content of V1 is relative to the low

velocity measured from the wide wake. After 2.25 s, this

characteristic changes, and the signal V1 spectrogram

presents higher energy content, opposed to V2 spectro-

gram, also distributed in the range of 20 to 150 Hz. Nev-

ertheless, at about 2.25 s both signals present an increase in

the energy values, indicating that the switching between

two modes does not occur instantaneously, but it starts with

an increasing in the velocity fluctuations, for several fre-

quencies, as observed by Alam et al. [1], who concluded

that between two flow modes there is an intermediary

mode, with a different characteristic frequency from those

in the narrow and wide wake.

In order to study the flow modes, two segments of the

velocities signals were separated to a statistical analysis,

and called mode 1 and 2, for the time series V1 and V2,

respectively. Table 2 shows the statistical characteristics

from the velocity series V1 and V2. The first mode (mode
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Fig. 6 a Velocity signals for arrangement I at x = 10 mm and frequency acquisition of 25,000 Hz, and b reconstructed signals from 0 to

6.1035 Hz and from 0 to 3.0517 Hz by means of discrete wavelet transform
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1) is composed by the values measured from 0.6 to 1.91 s,

corresponding to a cluster with 32,768 elements. The sec-

ond mode (mode 2) has 65,536 elements, and the observed

time interval is from 2.4 to 5.02 s. The switches between

the velocity signals carry the statistical characteristics from

each mode, and are associated to the switch in the gap flow

direction.

The power spectral density functions of the signals are

presented in Fig. 8, and show a mean frequency at 135 Hz

for velocity signal V1 in both flow modes, and 110 Hz for

V2 also in both flow modes, corresponding to Strouhal

numbers of 0.285 and 0.232, respectively, calculated with

the reference velocity. There are also peaks at 340 Hz (for

V2 in mode 1 and for V1 in mode 2), corresponding to

Strouhal number 0.718. The value of Strouhal numbers

found for V1 and V2 (S = 0.718) is higher in magnitude

than those presented by [10], who found also different

values for Strouhal number for the corresponding V1 and

V2 velocities.

To analyze if the bistable effect is detected at a great

distance, larger than x = 10 mm, Fig. 9 shows the

recomposed signals obtained at a various reference dis-

tances ‘‘x’’ (from x = 10 mm at x = 50 mm), from 0 to

1.4648 Hz, and acquisition frequency of 3,000 Hz. It can

be observed that bistable effect is present even for

x = 40 mm, but this characteristic fades, or appears not so

clearly at x = 50 mm. In this location, the velocity modes

can not be identified as in locations at shorter distances

from the tubes, but the opposite behavior remains.

Figure 10 shows the result of flowvisualizations performed

in water channel with P/D = 1.6 and Re = 7.5 9 103.

Figure 10a, b and c show the results for two side-by-side

circular cylinders in a top plan view. In Fig. 10a it is

observed the formation of a large wake behind one of the

tubes (tube number 2) and a narrow wake behind the other

tube (tube number 1), which refers to mode 1. After the

switching of the gap flow (mode 2), the results are those in

Fig. 10b. Figure 10c shows the result of the three simul-

taneous ink injection plans, from a top plan view, where the

flow behavior is predominantly two-dimensional. The same

conclusions can be drawn from a side view (Fig. 10g) and

from the details of the view through the mirror to the upper

plan (Fig. 10i).

Observation of the visualizations shows that the bista-

bility results from the interaction of the wakes from both

cylinders. The shedding frequency behind circular cylin-

ders is not constant, rather it wanders around a certain

value [8]. This means that the vortices formed behind the

cylinders do not have a regular size, leading, when two

cylinders are placed side-by-side, to the interaction of the

wakes and the bistability. In fact, the triggering mechanism

of the flow mode change is not well known, but is certainly

associated to the shedding frequency variation.

Figures 10d, e and f show the results for three tubes (one

cylinder placed upstream and two cylinders side-by-side

downstream) in a top plan view. It can be seen in Fig. 10d,

the formation of a large wake behind one of the tubes

downstream (tube number 3) and a narrow wake behind the

other tube (tube number 2). After some time, this pattern is

altered, and the cylinder which had a wide wake, now has a

narrow wake (Fig. 10e), and vice versa. It is observed that

the changes of mode occur differently among the three

visualization plans (Fig. 10f): while in the above

Table 2 Statistical characteristics from the velocity series V1 and V2

for the configuration I

Mode A Mode B

V1 V2 V1 V2

Mean velocity (m/s) 6.47 25.58 23.28 7.66

Standard deviation (m/s) 3.45 2.87 4.59 4.6

Skewness 1.46 -1.63 -1.84 1.26

Kurtosis 7.22 10.11 6.79 4.71
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Fig. 8 Power spectral density functions (PSD) of the signal velocities, configuration I: a mode 1 and b mode 2
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visualization plan a configuration is established, a second

configuration can occur in the plans below. In this process a

vertical velocity component is formed to redistribute the

flow. Figure 10h shows side view of the tubes and Fig. 10j

shows the details of the view through the mirror to the

upper plan, where it is noticeable that the flow has a

transverse component in the plan parallel to the axis of the

tubes, i.e. in vertical direction.

Figure 11 shows the pattern observed for the flow,

where the external wakes are clearly visible and the

internal wakes tend to amalgamate.

In the two tubes, the downstream boundary layer

detachment seems to occur prior than on the tube upstream.

This effect observed in all visualizations for two or more

rows of tubes. The flow passes through the first row of

tubes, remains predominantly in the horizontal plan, with

small fluctuations in the transverse direction. Since it

passed the second row, the flow begins to exhibit a sig-

nificant vertical component.

Flow visualizations in Fig. 10 and the schematical rep-

resentation in Fig. 11, show that at a short distance after the

cylinders red and blue threads start to mix. The appearance

of a vertical component enhances the mixing process. In

the resulting flow pattern bistability is hardly seen after a

distance of about one cylinder diameter downstream of the

cylinder arrangement, explaining the results in Fig. 9,

where after a distance of 50 mm downstream the tubes the

presence of bistability is not detected through the employed

measurement technique.

The presence of two peaks in spectra (Fig. 8) is also

explained through Figs. 10 and 11: the narrow wake after

cylinder 1 indicates that the presence of the two cylinders

downstream hinders the vortex shedding from cylinder

number 1. To the narrow and the wide wake after the two

cylinders downstream, a lower and a higher frequency are

respectively associated. Both frequencies are present in

data acquisition in both flow modes, but the lower fre-

quency has lower energy than the higher frequency.

From Figs. 10 and 11, one can also see that the

bistable flow in three cylinders in Configuration I is

essentially the same as in two cylinders side by side, but

the presence of cylinder number one influences the

interaction of the wakes from the two subsequent cylin-

ders. This is observed by comparing the amplitude of the

wakes in two side by side cylinder cases to the visuali-

zation of configuration I.
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4.2 Configuration II

As can be seen from the velocity signals obtained at

x = 10 mm after the downstream cylinder at an acquisition

frequency of 1000 Hz (Fig. 12a), no particular features can

be observed. Recomposing them with a discrete wavelet

transform, the filtered signals for a bandwidth from 0 to

0.48828 Hz and from 0 to 0.97656 Hz are show in

Fig. 12b, and present no switches mode for all observed

time, what means that bistable effect was not identified.
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Fig. 10 Flow visualizations in water channel with P/D = 1.6 and

Re = 7.5 9 103. Two side-by-side circular cylinders in a top plan

view: a mode 1 and b mode 2. c Three simultaneous ink injection

plans. Three tubes (one willing upstream and two downstream) in a

top plan view: d mode 1 and e mode 2. f Three simultaneous ink

injection plans. Lateral view: g two side-by-side circular cylinders

and h three tubes. Details of the view through the mirror to the upper

plan: i two side-by-side circular cylinders and j three tubes
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The cross-correlation function of velocity signals V1

and V2 is presented in Fig. 13a where a 1808 phase is

visible. The power spectral density functions of the signals

are presented in Fig. 13b, and show a very pronounced

peak at 60 Hz. It corresponds to a Strouhal number of

0.086, calculated with reference velocity. The other two

peaks, at 120 Hz (S = 0.172) and 180 Hz (S = 0.258)

correspond to first and second harmonics and are inherent

to the vortex shedding from cylinders in cross flow, Ziada

[21]. The low Strouhal number in the fundamental fre-

quency is result of the boundary layer separation: the

increase in the velocity between the cylinders and the

channel wall reduces the velocity behind the two cylinders

side-by-side, reducing the shedding frequency of the third

cylinder.

As the both velocity signals present a stationary char-

acteristic, a statistical analysis can be made without to

divide them in different modes. So, they were analyzed by

all 131 s without cuts. Table 3 shows the statistical char-

acteristics from the series. As can be seen, the values are

very similar, what means that the probes are measuring the

same wide wake, downstream the single cylinder.

Continuous wavelet transforms were also calculated for

both signals (Fig. 14) and show a distributed energy region

about 60 Hz through all the time series, what means that

the changing characteristic behavior is not present for both

signals.

In order to detect if the bistable effect happened at a

large distance, greater than x = 10 mm, Fig. 15a shows the

recomposed signals obtained at a various reference dis-

tances ‘‘x’’ (from x = 20 mm at x = 50 mm), from 0 to

0.48828 Hz and acquisition frequency of 1,000 Hz. Fig-

ure 15b and c shows its respective continuous wavelet

spectrum, for velocity signals V1 and V2, respectively.

From these figures is possible to see that bistable flow does

not occur in any of the analyzed positions.
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The spectrograms show a gradual decrease of energy

content with the increasing of the distance downstream the

tubes.

Since it was not detected the presence of the bistable

phenomenon from the velocity signals measured in labo-

ratory, flow visualizations were not performed for this

configuration.

In addition, if the three tubes are considered as a single

bluff body, i.e., with a width of 2.6 D, the Strouhal number

based on this characteristic length and calculated with the

first frequency peak of spectrum in Fig. 8 (60 Hz) and

reference velocity of the gap (22.37 m/s) is equal to 0.22,

which is a value very similar to that found for a single tube.

Although no flow visualizations were performed with

this configuration, the occurrence of bistability is not

possible. This is demonstrated by the large peak in spec-

trum with a clear shedding frequency and the presence of

two harmonics. Besides, the presence of the third cylinder

hinders the interaction of the wakes formed after the two

cylinders side-by-side, in accordance with Lam and Che-

ung [10] sketches. Finally, the lower velocity of the flow

after the two cylinders side-by-side on the third cylinder

reduces the shedding frequency, being the value of the

Strouhal number lower than in a single cylinder.

4.3 Influence of blockage in the results

The role of the blockage in experimental apparatus and also

in some practical applications cannot be neglected. Most

Table 3 Statistical characteristics from the velocity series V1 and V2

for the configuration II

V1 V2

Mean velocity (m/s) 5.15 4.94

Standard deviation (m/s) 2.98 2.59

Skewness 2.09 2.29

Kurtosis 12.01 14.84
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Fig. 14 Continuous wavelet spectrum of the velocity signals of the Fig. 12a: a V1 and b V2
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articles about flow on bluff-bodies consider an infinite

domain, but in many cases it is important to take into

account the effect of the blockage ratio. On the other side,

many applications in engineering flows on cylindrical

geometries like in heat exchangers, the blockage is inherent

to the flow studied. In the experimental results presented

above, in spite of the high blockage value, no attempt was

made to correct for the blockage effects, since measure-

ments and flow visualization are made on scaled test

sections.

In this work, the blockage ratio is of 33 %, and recent

studies show that the bistable behavior for two tubes side-

by-side is identified until 51.8 % (Silveira and Möller

[15]). However, by increasing the blockage ratio, a gradual

decrease in the number of changes occurs.

West and Apelt [17] showed that for the flow on cyl-

inders, due to the flow distortion, no correction is possible

for blockage ratios higher than 6 %. In addition, the drag

coefficient and the Strouhal number increase at lower

Reynolds numbers. Also in numerical studies, where the

computational domain is restricted to reduce computational

time and hardware requirements, a blockage effect is

introduced, resulting on that the hydrodynamic forces on

the cylinder and the Strouhal number are magnified as the

blockage ratio increases [2, 3]. In more recent studies,

Indrusiak and Möller [8] showed that the Strouhal number

increases in the flow on a cylinder for low Reynolds

number and for a blockage of 16.5 %. For Reynolds

number greater than 1.8 9 104, the Strouhal number had an

almost constant value of about 0.22.

According to Žukauskas [22], depending on the posi-

tion, the deviation of the flow due to the blockage can

increase the velocity around the cylinder up to 80 %. In the

case of Configuration I, this would influence the time

between the mode changes but not the features of the

bistable phenomenon. In Configuration II, due to boundary

layer separation, the increase in the velocity between the

cylinders and the channel wall reduces the velocity behind

the two cylinders side-by-side, reducing the shedding fre-

quency of the third cylinder.

5 Conclusions

In this paper an experimental analysis of the biased and

bistable flow mode for three tubes placed in a triangular

arrangement is presented. The wake flow is studied by

means of hot wire anemometry technique, using an aero-

dynamic channel, and flow visualizations in a water

channel. The cylinders have two configurations: one cyl-

inder upstream and two cylinders downstream (Configu-

ration I) and two cylinders upstream and one downstream

(Configuration II), what corresponds to rotate in 608 the

previous configuration. As bistability has been found at two

side-by-size cylinders classical geometry, and more

recently in square array tube banks, the study of the flow in

this simpler triangular geometry helps in understanding the

parameters and variables that influence more complex

geometries, as in the case of banks of tubes, because of its

large utilization in many engineering applications, and a

need of additional information about this phenomenon, that

can be an additional excitation mechanism on the tubes.

Bistability effect was found in triangular arrangement

when one cylinder is upstream and two downstream (con-

figuration I), but no bistable flow was detected from the

configuration II (two cylinder upstream and one down-

stream). The results in configuration I are similar to the

results of the flow on two cylinders, where the results show

that the bistability results from the interaction of the wakes

from both cylinders, but the wakes are wider in this case, as

a result from the influence of the cylinder placed upstream.

In the case of Configuration I, two different shedding

frequencies are observed in spectra, the lower corre-

sponding to the wide wake and the higher to the narrow

wake.

If the three tubes in Configuration II are considered as a

single bluff body, with a characteristic width of 2.6 D (the

width of the two tubes facing the flow plus the gap spac-

ing), the Strouhal number based on this characteristic

length and calculated with the first frequency peak of

spectrum is equal to 0.22, which is a value very similar to

that found for a single tube.

Although the blockage ratio of 33 % was very high, no

attempt to correct for the high flow blockage was made,

since hot wire measurements and flow visualization were

made on scaled test sections.

The present results are complementary to those of [10].

The wavelet analysis of results of hot-wire measurement

together with flow visualization technique has shown to be

valuable tools for the identification of the features of

bistable flow phenomena.
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